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Grimes Elected SGA Presid nt

\

by Max Montg ornery
news editor

THE TELL-TALE BRIDGE: The old Chain of Rocks B
where Julie and Robin Kerry were last seen (photo by Nicole Menke

Friends Reflect On Keny
Sisters And Remember
their scholarships.
Denny's was often frequented
by the sisters and their friends. They
would go there to study, smoke
cigarelles, drink coffee, and talk.
Many of Julie's poems were written on Denny's napkins.
An English major, Julie was
most known for her poetry writing.
"She definitely had the gift of
writing and understanding," said
Howard SchwarlZ, her poetry professor.
Three of her poems were printed
in last year's LIT~1AG. (At press
time, the Current couldn't get permission to reprint the poems.)
Schwartz recommended reading
Undertow and Poet's Love Song. "I
think [Undertow] was a premonition," Schwartz said. "When you
write poetry, you sometimes go into
a trance-like state. You move outof
time. The poem is very frightening."
Julie frequently wore a button
emblazoned with "Who said you
can't change the wor! d?" J uli e threw
herselfinto many causes, especially
peace and recycling.
"It wasn't because it was the

'Theold-bridge was condemned
before they were born, yet it was
privy to a large pan of their lives.
They would go there to think, to
dream. to make plans, and paint
prose. Sometimes they would just
reflect on thechWlling waters below
or the firmament and stars above.
Through it all, the defaced bridge
would keep their secrets, even their
mysterious disappearance.
On the surface, UM-St Louis
students Robin and Julie Kerry resembled each other.
"'They looked so much alike and
always sitting in the last row. For a
long time I thought they were twins.
They thought it was funny," said
Fernande Gontier, the girls French
101 instruc:or. Gontier said that
their physical resemblance symbolized the closeness they shared.
Both were small in stature with
masses of cud y dark brown hair and
olive complexions. They rarely
bothered with make-up. Robin and
Julie shared clothes, clothes often
bought at AM· VETS and vintage
stores.
In addition to being honor students, both held jobs to supplement

See SISTERS, page 6

The results are in. Mark Grimes
will preside over the S tudent Govemment Association (SGA) for the 199192 school year. Julie Schwetz,
Grimes' running mate, will serve as
vice president.
The announcement was made on
Wednesday, April 17 by LaDonia
Payne, chair of administrative committee and elections commissioner.
. Grimes is the current vice president of SGA and Schwetz is the current SGA secretary.
Alia Pruzhansky, SG A president,
said Grimes and Schwetz will do a
wonderful job.
"They are both very qualified. The
both know how the office needs to be
run," Pruzhansky said. "They are not
going to let Lhe students down."

administration," Green said.
She said that the process of campaigning and the elections was exhausting and exhilarating at the same
time.
"It was ~ close race, and it was the
best experience of my life," Green
said.
Schwetzalso said that the elections
were very tiring and that everyone
worked very hard for their team but,
next year she suggests a few changes.
"We are going to have to do some
considerable changes. One polling
AND THE WINNERS ARE ... Mark Grimes and Julie Schwetz place is not enough," she said. "And
elected as SGA president and vice president (photo by Nicole Menke). we are going to have to look into
changing the hours.
Schwetz said next year is going to
The GrimesiSchwetz slate de- came aw:'ly with 386 votes, against
be
a
very positive year.
feated their opponents Frank Tucci Green with 233.
"Mark
and I are going to work
for president and Melissa Green for
Green said that she wishes Grimes
very well together and weare goingto
vice president.
and Schwetz a lot of luck
"I congratulate the other candiGrimes came out ahead with 376
votes and Tucci with 254. Schwetz dates and hope they do well in their
See SGA, page 10

SU Works To Improve Campus Awareness
Improving the awareness on
campus was the goal of last week's
Disabled Awareness Week, sponsored
by the Disabled Students Union.
The events of the week included
movies on Tuesday, demonstrations
and a wheelchair race on Wednesday,
and an awards ceremony on Thursday.
Disabled Awareness Week is designed to increase the knowledge of
the students on campus in the various
aspects of the different disabilities. It
was started by DSU eleven years ago
for this reason.
The fIrst activities of the week
started on Tuesday, April 9 when two
movies - "My Left Foot" and "BaIT

On The Fourth Of July" -were
shown in the Summit Lounge in the
morning.
On Wednesday, disability simulations wereavailablein theJCPenney
lobby in the morning. Other displays
included adaptive equipment, vidros,
and support dog demonstrations.
Also on Wednesday was the
wheelchair race for able bodied students. The course of the race was
designed by DSU president Sarah
Panfil. PanfIl coordinated the race to
include all theeve.ryday activities that
a handicap student would encounter
in a regular school day. Several of the
SLOps included going to Woods Hall,
the Thomas Jefferson Library, the
Social Sciences Building, the
Women's Center in Clark Hall, and
going to the JC Penney lobby. The

Service For Kerry Sisters
About 75 friends, teachers, ana
staff members of Julie and Robin
Kerry attended a "conversation and
reading" in honor of the two sisters on
Monday, April 15 in the UM- St
Louis Women's Center.
Nan Sweet, English and poetry
professor, led the discussion. Memories, poetry the girls wrote, and writings of friends and fellow classmates

were shared during the service. Toward the end, writings which will go
into two books the Kerry family is
putting together were collected.
The two sisters were allegedly
raped and murdered on the old Chain
of Rocks Bridge Friday, April 5. Their
bodies have not been found. Julie and
Robin Kerry were both UM- St. Louis
honor students.

Etzkorn Talks About Sister Cities
by Robin Mayo
Current staff

"The mission of
Sister Cities is to make
friends for America, "

When President Dwight D.
Eisenhower gave his farewell address,
Peter K. Etzkorn was a staunch believer ofEisenhower' s ideals on peace.
Etzkorn quoted Eisenhower saying,
"There is no way in which peace in
the world can be assured through the
military, that the military is not the
way to have peace, but it's people
who make peace."
Etzkorn is the secretary of Sister
Cities International (SCI), an organization that brings people from different countries together. Based on

-Peter Etzkorn

these principles, SCI was founded in
1956 by Eisenhower.
Etzkorn, UM-St. Louis professor
and chairperson of the sociology de-
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partment made his strong beliefs on
open lines of in temational com munication known to Sister Cities International, at the annual winter meeting of
the board of directors and state coordinators for Sister Cities.
Etzkorn was in Washington from
March 13 to March 17 and participated in policy talks and meetings
with congressional, adrninistrational,
embassial, and top organizational officials.
The talks concerned the rapid expansion of a citizen's role in the
changing world today.

Over 70 Sister Cities , leaders from
31 states were present to share their
views and to listen to whatothers had '
to say.
Etzkorn said that cities all over
the world have many common problems.
"When people have common
problems, that provides a basis for
people from different parts of the
world to try to come together to address and resolve these common
problems," Etzkorn said.
In Missouri there are a number of
cities linked with Sister Cities International.
"St Louis itself is very active
with linkages in Europe, Asia. and
Latin America, but I'm sorry to say,
nothing in Africa, nothing in the
Middle East," Etzkorn said.
He said the reason there are no
Sister Cities in these two areas are
that there are no volunteers who want
to start a program.
"The basic objective of Sister

See CITIES, page 6

"We have come to
see disabled students
not as disabled, but as
non-traditional, "
-Dawn Blankenship
winner of the race was Craig
Duckworth. The participants in the
race received a T-shirt and frisbees
for their support of the week.
The week ended with a meritorious service awards and reception held
in the Hawthorne Room of the University Center. UM-St Louis alumnae
Dawn Blankenship stated the importance of recognizing the students,
facuIty, staff, and organizations that
have helped disabl ed students
throughout the year. These people
have helped disabled students learn
from their classes through the differences, not obstacles, that stand in their
way.
"We have come to see disabled
students not as disabled, but as nontraditional," Blankenship said.
Approximately 85 awards were
given to the faculty, staff, and stu-

dents of UM-St. Louis for their help
with disabled students. The award
recipients were nominated by the
disabled students for their sen itivity
and awareness to the needs of disabled
students on campus .
The criteria for faculty was going
out of the way to accommodate' the
disabled students in their classes.
"It just means taking the extra
time to help those students," said
Debra Baldini, foreign language lecturer. "I help make adequate accommodations with extra st ps. I have
also found that UJe students do just as
well as other students with the extra
help."
The staff was awarded for its help
with the students and taking extra
steps to help the students.
The students were awarded during
Disabled Awareness Week because
they were already aware of the situation.
Also honored at the awards ceremony were those people involved
with Disabled Students Union who
fought to keep the organization.
Plaques were given to: Sarah PanfIl,
Lisa Parker, Dawn Blankenship, Susan Adrian, Joseph Shepard, Howard
Frost, Richard Wright, Chuck
Lamson, Larry Schlereth, Dietrich
Smith, Marilyn Ditto andLindaRoyal.

Linking The Pieces Together

Construction of the new Metro Link Light Rail System
continues on North Campus. (photo by Nicole Menke).
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at The Sheldon Concert HaJl. 3648 Washington, at 4 fJ.n\. Tickets are $8 fOf
UM- St. ~uis faculty/staff, and students. Call 553-5818.

FRIDAY APRIL 19
FRIDAY AT THE MOVIES: The Women's Center, 211 Clark Hall, will be
showing "The Good Mother", starring Diane I(eaton. It will be from 1 to 3 p.m.
For more information call 553-5380.
BIOLOGY SEMINAR SERIES: Donald Stoltz from th9 department of microbiology at Dalhousie University will lecture on "Biology of Polydna'viruses:
Symbiotic Viruses of Parasitoid Wasps." The iecture will be in room 121
Research Wing at 4 p.m. Cai: 553-6200.
ENVIRONMENTAL EXPO: The Environmental EXPO opens at the Kiel at 1
p.m . and runs through Sunday the 21 sl. The exposition is designed to bring
business, educatio n, and government togetherto increase public awareness
about the env ironment. For more information on the EXPO call Susan
McDonald or Craig Palubiak at 727-7482.

SATURDA Y APRIL 20
SEE THE PLANETS: The Observatory is having an open house at 8:30 p.m.
o n the South Campus .

MONDAY APRIL 22
~CHOOL UFE: A discussion, "A LITe in School· will be presented by ,lane
Tompkins of Duke University as part of the Monday noon series. It will be in
room 222 J.C. Penney at noon.

./
./
./
./

C

Quality black & white copies
Full color copies
Full color transparencies
Free pick up and delivery

./ Binding and finishing
TWICE THE FILM: The Women's Center, 211 Clark Hall, will show two films,
"See What I Say· and "Tho Impossible Takes a Little Longer." They will be
shown from 7 to 8:10p.m. They will aiso be shown on Tuesday from 12:30
to1 :30 p.m.

./ Macintosh® computer rental ~_ ,"'-...-.:.~
/
~~
~~
" Open every day
~~
.............. I
./ Oversize copies
~
~
~

3¢ Copies

I
I
I

Come to the Kinko's listed & rece ive 3 c self-se rve , singI~sided 8l/l x II" black & white copies on 22ft 'th,
vh ite ~nd.
l O n e coupon per customer. Not valid \';11..11 0 er ouers.
I
OITergood through 6i15/91.

ADA: Dr. Deborah K. Phill ips will speak on the ADA (American with Disabilities Act) and Employment. This lecture will be in room 72 J.C, Penney at 1
p .m. For more information call Carol at 553-5380

Sl.!NDAY APRIL 21

\

r-----------~~ ~

PREMIERES FINALE: Premiere Performances will present rts final concert
for the semester at the Ethical Society, 9001 Clayton Road. They will be
presenting the Audubon String Quartet. Call 553-5818.

I

WEDNESDA Y APRIL 24

PRESENTING CORNERSTONE: ?rel,~iere Performances presents Cornerstone Chorale and Brass, conductor 8ruc.:: Vaiantine. They will perform

Discover Kinko's for more
than just great copies.

I
I

8434 Florissant
(3
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l

I
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kl-n'.oj#s®
:
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7 Days
II Open
524-7549

BIOLOGY SEMINAR SERIES: P. Mick Richardson of Missouri Botanical
Garden and UM-St. Louis, will discuss "Flavonoids and Taxonomic Congruence" in room 121 Research Wing at 4 p.m.

:I

Blocks from Ca.,i lpUS)

th e copy centef :
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FOR RENT

HELP WANTED
EARN $5000- $10,000 Now hiring
Managers and painters , li mited opportunity. Part-time now , full-time !his
summer. STUDENT PAINTERS INC.
Call today 567-0606.

1 Bedroom Apt. Flat for rent. $210/$210
deposit 60xx block of Emma Ave. Gross
Income $650-700 monthly. No stove or
refrigerator provided. Call 741-4302 after
6p.m.

FOR SALE

GET YOUR DREAM JOBS NOWI
100s of address-tel. Is 01 JOBS
OPENIN PARADISE. Ca/if)FIa.iNall.
Pks.l Cruise/Rafting . for Sprlng/
summer HAVEA PAID VACATION,
CALL 1-900-226-2644 $31mln.
Graduating this May and looking for
management or sales career. Consider us. 20 year old Environmental
Company,
in th e Indu stry. High
income potential. Call or send resume:
Att n. Mr. A dams , 3330 Stee d,
Florissant, MO. 63033.

'1

Foreign eXchange stu dents frum
Germany, United K ingdom, or
Canada interested in a Business
opportunity. I need 5 managers for
any of these Co untries. Call Mr.
Adams at 921-9826.
Retail Sales person needed for assistant manager position some days,
eves, and weekends 30+hrs. contact
Bob 278-1293 Mid Rivers Mall.
$Part-time Jobs Available$ The Old
Spag h etti Factory, located on
Lacl ede's Landing we are currently
hiring for all positions: wait. bus, host,
kitchen and bar. Needed are energetic, enthusiastic, hard workers. Our
candidates must be neat in appearance and personable.
We hire only the best! If you would
like to work in a fun atmosphere with
a great team in a restaur ant dedicated
to high standards apply in person
betw een 12 and 3 p.m. daily. If you
are un able to apply during these
hours, call for an appointment: 6210276.
EARN $2500-5000 Students I Interviewing nowl Assembling paintcrews
now! Will interview for short time only I
Get a suntan and work with your
friends I Positions available for crew
managers and painters I All-Pro Student,Painters 1-800-4-COLLEGE

NEED EXTRA INCOME
1111. FOR 1991?
Ealn$500 - $t OOOweekly stuffing envelope s. For delails
- Rush $1.00 wrth SASE 10:
OtH Group Inc.
1019 Lie Sherwood' Orlando, FL32818

Sansul stereo rack system: tuner, amp,
cassette, turntable, speakers; Includes
wooden cabinet wig lass doors top and
front $300 . Call Lori 343-6023 or Unda
842-1811. Can see photo In Language
Lab 110 Clark Hall.
2 TV's for sale ; one 1g" color Samsung
$60; one 13" Black and White Philco $25;
both good condition; Call Lori 343-6023
or Unda 842-1811. Can see photo in
Language Lab 110 Clark Hall.
91 Firebird Formula, white, ps, pb, power
windows locks and mirrors, 305 TPI automatic, t-tops and much much more. Excellent condition, low miles, under warranty, must see. Call 921-3895.
1987 BMW K75 Pearl white exceUent
condition garaged only 4600 miles . 8953540.

MISCELLAN EOUS

FREE TICKETS Students Interested
In participating in a mail survey please
send name, address, and day phone
to Anthony Havlin, St. Louis Symphony, 718 North Grand. 2freetickets
will be given to first 75 respondents
participating in survey.
FUNDRAISER We're looking for a
top fratemity, sorority or student organization that would like to make $500$1500 for a one week marketing
project right on campus. Must be organized and hard working . Call Beverly
at (800) 592-2121.
UMSL STUDENTS AND FACULTY:
Join the Party Une daily on WGNU
920 AM 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. Mondaythrv
Friday ... Rise to the aid of your favorite
cause ... the world wants to hear from
youl CALL IN AND TALKII

Resumes, Cover leiters, Term papers,
and Morel Call A&A PC Publishing at
997-6383. Ask for Dan or Brenda.
Typing for your needs. 'You-Name-ItElla-Can-Do-It." Flyers($10) Banners($10) Personalized Stationary($10)
Letters($5 and up) Term Papers($5 and
up) Resumes($l 0 forfirstpage and $5 for
each additional page.) Printing needs($3
for 1 00 copies -white paper), ($5 for 1 00
copies - Colored Paper) Call 741-4302
or 867-2459 if no answer leave a message
and I will get back to you promptly. (Delivery to UM-St. Louis Campus)
Traffictickets, OWl, license suspensions,
hardship licenses, accidents, worker's
compensation. Call James S. Mooney,
Attorney 721-0008.
SAVE $$ SAVE $$ Write your own resumel Why pay for a resume service
when you can write your own winning
resume?1 Send $3 to: Doug Stonebarger,
P.O. Box 24522 St. Louis, MO 63141.
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Plan now to get that first career job
with a Summer Internship.

4024 Woodson Road
St. Louis, MO 63134
427-4331

A Summer Internship gives you:
Valuable career-related experience

5621 Delmar, Suite 108
St. Louis, MO 63112
361-2880

Job Contacts

Extra money
Work in the "real world"

SerYices Offered

*

Birth Control& Family
Planning Infonnation
* Affordable Services
* Medicaid Accepted
* Convenient Evening and
Saturday Hours
* Low Cost Pre-Sterilizatic-n
Education and Exam
Call for an Appointment

ftll~_

Petie: The smile on your face, when
our eyes met, made my heart flutter I
I wonder how you are? Love, UTB.

To correspond wilh friends abroad.1S

very interesting lor me. As sailor I like
very much to discover new lands. I

am 42 1rs old, 172 cm in he~hl my

Hey Wonderful! I missed you this
weekend! Ijust want you to know your
great at everything you do! Even
though you don't say it. I know it.
Actions say more than words. Just
remember, your my boyscoutl

we ight - 69 kg. Non-drinker. I would

be happy 10 reply 10 any letter: from
ch ild or man or grandmother. Yun
Box 418
I would like 10 make friends with guys
and girls from America. 1am 26 y~
old. pretty bruneNe, sociable, mar·
ried I have finished musical school,
Ihat'is why I pfay Ihe piano and like
music. I work as a math teach er.
Dinara Box 416

To whomever took my backpack from
the Summit Lounge on April 10.1 don't
care if you keep the pack but please
return the papers inside the pack.
They are important to me. Please
return to Lost and Found in U Center.

I dream to find reliable friends fond 01
Russian life. I tike hunting and
tourism , inte rested in music, radiotechnics, politics, history, economy ~
wood-<:arving. I am 23 years old, sin·
gle. I have iuridical education - advocale. I speak English and German.
Sergei Box 407
Hello Americans! I am 18 yrs old.
study'ing al inslitule of ail•. future programmer. I lik.e.bodybulldlng and
music. I like VISiting d lft ere nt_ la~ns ,
going on Ihe walking lours. flshmg.
collecting phalas and poslers. Lei's
tell each other about ourselves and
aUf countries. Dima. Box 411
Hello. Iransallanlic friendsl I want 10
know aboul U.S .. I Ihink your leNers
will help me . I am 14 yrs old, studying
al the 9th class of the school. I like
tennis, claSSical music but with pleasure I liste,! 10 P?p- or rock-mUSIC,
interested In politics, I have sense 01
humor. !nessa. Box 413
I believe in dislant and myslerious
America r wi!! find new friends . Their
sex. age or social posilion don'l play
any rol e. I am 27 yrs old. srngle. 1am
an advocate My hobby photography
and JOurnalrsm I am calm man and
dreamer Jandos 409

Hey Mells, I never see you anymore.
We need to go out and do something
soon III love ya Shelstsr.
Rebba, Please stop clawing. It will get
better. I am here when you need me!1
I'm going through it too. love, Mellis
Thanks to everyone who helped me
and voted for us. Melissa Green

I
I
I
I
II

I
students, staff, and faculty: no C h a r g e ,I
Off-campus advertising: $5 with no
proof of publication. $7 with proof of
I
publication and 10 cents for every word
I
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I
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Two Convenient Locations

To Apply .... Visit:

Career Placement Services
In Touch With Your Future
308 Woods
553-5100

To all Greeks: The winners of your
games are not true winners since over
half the campus can not participate.
Are you afraid of real competition.
Steven

-----------,

---~ - --- -----------CURRENT
CLASSIFIED AD FORM
NAME:

Get the advantage ....

Women's Health Care Clinic In

PERSONALS

Learn to fly and have a really fun time
doing it. This might prove to be the most
interesting and exciiing learning you may
ever undertake. I'm a commercial pilot
and flight instructor. I offer U.M.S .L. students a really good discount. Call me for
some free information or schedule a first
flight. Steve Christiansen 441-6666 .

r
I
I
I
II

Garage Sale Need stuff for a dorm
room or 1st apartment? Come to
F'otpourri our 500 family garage ~aJe.
Everythingfromclothing, andfumlture
to kitchenware, linens, and appliances.
Refreshments. Free Admission. Sat.
April 20th 8 a.m. -3 p.m. John
Buroughs School, 755 S. Price Rd,
Ladue Uust north of Intersection of
'Clayton and Price Ads. ) Information:
993-4040

Introducing
Family Planning Inc.

I
I
I
.
I
_____ __ ______________________
S~n~u~I
~

.. ..

VACATION

For 25 yrs I am specialist in .Iitting
cranes. Now 1team a trade '"planning
foreign connection.s" at .~ i~~ College
of Business. I live In ThltrS\ In moun-

.:.

I am 52 yrs old. My friends consider

lalns of Wesl ern Georgia near the
Black Sea. I love peace, friendship
and freedom. I am hard fighter for
Georgia's independence. I want very
much to have lriends in the USA.
Vana. 47 years old. Box 423

me kind, sociable and very m USIcal. I
have a son of 11 years. I wa ~t to .

ch,'-

meel a man at 55·65 yrs. lov,ng
dren and nol having bad habits. I
hope he will be my guesl. And I may
become his attentive, lailhfulloving
wile and friend. Nella. Box 2183

Would like to correspond wilh guy al
an age of 13-14 yrs kno wi~g R~ssian
a little. I will be happy 10 I,nd fnend
abroad liking, as I am, nature, interesled in biology and aquariums. loving to listen to the music, to read, 10
walch lilms and having sense of
humor. Roman, 14 years old. Box 404

Handsome fellow from Ihe USSR
wants to make the acquaintance with
an America girl of 16-17 year~ who

desi res to gel 10 know Ru s~lan boys.
Those intrigued I ask to wole a letter.
Vladislav. 80x 2186
Young likeable man (h e~ hl · 182 cm.
weighl· 80 kg), 23 yrs, kind and .
faithful would like to meet a fnend In
America. I would like very much 10
correspond with a girl 0117-30 years,
leminine and capable of the real
friendship. I hope 10 get 10 know your
country and life. Ruslem. Box 2182

Single woman, 'JiUage t~acher of the
Russian language and hterature ,
would not have anything against a

good American tetter. It will bring new
friends and she is sure her new
Iriends will nOI feel sony for her living
1101 in Moscow or Paris Lydia . 47
years ald. Box 396

Young, cheerlul and very beautiful. I

I am a leacher of English for the chifdren al an age of 6-9 years in
Belorussia. My pupils are land of
drawing dancing, sport. cartoons,
computer games. Please, lell your
children our address - maybe Ihey
will write to us. Alexander, 34 years
old. Box 395
I am 31 yrs old'lurist. wail< as direclor
of cooperalive. am fond of studYing
English. My husband is pilot. Our son
is a pupil ollhe second cI~ss In the:
school specialized in EnglISh. We live
in Siberia We beheve ,n new I"ends.
Nalasha. Box 366
We reach our hands of friendship
across Ihe ocean with hope for the
shake·hands. I and wife· invalids
(we write more in letter) bul we live
aclively. We are fond of dogs. cars.
tourism. we Iravel a lot. We live In the
cenler of Russia. in Urals. Wntel
From Russia with love, Victor (30 yrs
old) and Vera. Box 368

am up 10 dale, practical. Slender lig-

ure, long legs, and lall and blonde.
And I am mother, my charming Julka
is 5 yrs old. I work as a ~odeler 01
women-delhes. I would like to b'uild
family with a good man not younger
than 35 years. I believe there is such
a man. Margarelh.Box 2176
I am 20 yrs old and my name is
Nalasha. I am sludent and my fulure
speciality . Russian philology. I would
like to make the acquain1ance with
young. Single American who loves
healthy way at life and has asenous
view on lite. I am medium herght.
dark hair and green eyes.Box 2178
I would like 10 correspond wilh a single woman al an age of 26-35 years.
I hope we will meel some day and
understand each other in spite of Ihe
greal distance bet,Yeen us nOW.
Nikolai. Box 2173
Up-Io·date slender blonde wi kind
characler ~ould like 10 have lriends
America . Perhaps I will
:I inlindunknown
my long-expected, kind and reliable
helpmate.
I imagine him 10 be
I
I strang. sporlive. maybe 30·45 yrs old
and maybe he has children. I'm
Ukranian, 30 yrs aid, heighl - 155 cm.
divorced, daughter of 7 yrs. Talsla.
Bo.2161

r----------------------------------,
How To Respond To An Ad

I
I
I

i

Classified ads featured in "Personally Yours,
I From the U.S.S.R." come from citizens across the
: Soviet Union.
I
I

To respond to an ad, you must fill out and send
the coupon below along With $7.50 for each ad.
We will mail to you a "Pen Pal" kit with the adve rtiser's name and address, Information on how to
write to the Soviel Union , an authentiC RUSSian
envelope for mailing, information on travel and
visas (if you should deCide to travel.or sponsor a
trip here), and translatIOn services, If you should
need them. You won 't need to send your correspondence in Russian - many Soviets speak
English , and if they don't, they know somebody
who does.

Likeable Russian excilable man of 28
years alhl.lie looking (heighl • 180
cm, weight - 74 kg) w.anls ~o !flak~
acquaintance for fam ily bUlldmg With
intellectual. e.cilable and pretty
woman (heighl IS5·172 cm. weighlSI.
70 kg ). Age does nal play role.
Please send photo. Sergei, palilologisl. historian. Bo. 420
Nice women at America! Without
communisl opinions and convictions.
Not younger then [9 yrs and not older
Ihan 30 yrs. If you wan t to acqurre.
faithful, diligent, che erful not Adoms
but likeable, unique friend for the
whole lile from Russia, send letters

and pholas. Andrei. 24 yrs Box 380

1. Completed coupon (for eac h ad) '
2. $7.50 check, cash or money order
(for each ad)
Checks made payable to
"Personally Yours"
MAIL TO: Ad Box Num~er (# at the end of the ad)
clo Personally Yours, From The USSR
PO Box 477
Denver, CO 80201

SEND;

A scientific (speciality -agriculture) of

30 yrs. heighl 182 cm, slender. smart
wants to make the acquaintance WIth
a slender, attractive American .
woman of 23-27 yrs for the .Iamlty
building. I have no bad habits
Al exa nder Box 2153

11111 .1.11\ II
.11'\'1 1\ II'~ D
III nun

Pretty. sociable. sin gle girl, bom
under Pisces, wants to have Inends
in America, wants \0 see your country personally. I can aCl\uainl you
with traditions and lIVes of the
Caucasian peoples. Albi na. Box 2187

•

1·2 weeks. spend in Siberia, On the
bank 01 the powerful Yenisei , we
make you cheertul. We invile you 10
Siberia, minimum of expenses, m~l
mum of impressions and opportUnity
10 find a business partner. Box 408

•

A young man dream~ .10 find !riend in
Ihe US, wanling 10 VISit Russ,a and .
rec~Ive In
America Russian lellow. I wnte every·
body but I will be please 10 receive a
lener tram a girl. Michail. 26 years .
old. chemisl·organic. Box 415
having an opportunity to

Those who want to see the
Caucasus I invile 10 be my guests!
You will see Black Sea and never forget aUf Caucasus. I am wai ting for
the meeling.Vyacheslav. 41 years old.
operator. Box 399

On bank of Volga is ancient town
Yaroslavl famous by its cullural and
architectural monuments. We dream
to make lriends with American familyl
Hurry 10 build bridge. of friendship,
Yuri. 39 yrs old. engineer, Olga - 34
yrs old, musician and son and daughler· 9 and 4 yrs old. Box 354

BUSINESS
, I

:

11..111111,11
I\UIII \1\1 ...
We invile group of pupils (14·18 yrs
old) or 8·15 experienced laurist 10
make fa'cinalrng journey In Ihe
Caucasian, Altai and Pamir mountains. We hold intemationaltour on
Ihe Caucasus with Ihe ascenl of
Elbrus. Vasily Nickalayenko. 80x 2175
Idea generator looks to~ spons9fs.
Ideas: internal-combustion engine eHiciency, molor-rsso.mces; v.ideoeqUipment (prolongahon.of Vldeo
cassettes and conservation of

;t'

•

.
•

recording quality); car's aerodynamics. Podkorylov. 34 yrs old. Box 2196
I am 38 yrs old.beginning Soviet
businessman, owner of small firm
with experience in mediation. Would
like wo~ in US company or to present interests on SO'Jiel market in
sphere of goods setring, inf.ormation

about Soviet goads. establ ,shmenl 01
mutual profitable contacts with Soviet
firms. Alexander. Bo;( 412
! am man wI unusual abilities, here
they are called extra senses, maybe
there are such people in th~ USA?'
can govern weather, orga~lze precipitation (even in the deS2rt In 3 days ).
t hope to meet people interested In

'.•

•

Ihls sphere. Badri. 26 yrs old. Box 414
Family farmers family, breeding rabbits and goods of their skins. would
like to get in friendly business with
American farmers' family . We are 40
yrs old, so'ns - 16 .and 1 1 . Hu.sban~
has higher technical education, hIS
wile - medical educatio n. Pekyrovs

lamily. Box 375
I am 33 yr.S old, well-.to-do., enterprisSkHled programmer invites exchange
ing, feminine, att ractt~e. single.I like
of experience and computer procoziness, flowers, ammals, travels. I . grams, their joint making and ~se on .
want to make the acquaintance with
basis of correspondence, tOUrists
cultu red friend without bad habits.
joumeys & non -currency exchanges.
Box 247
Alexei, 24 yrs old. Bo, 340
A yaung woman 0133 yrs. pretty, and
I wanl contact s in dilferent spheres
9·yr-old daughler Julka wo uld like 10
01 culture: producing- of unique.
ma.ke Ihe acquaintance wilh a kind,
clothes: models: wood. porcelain,
Ad Box #
sincere American, knowing Russian
records, river- mussel-painting; varilanguage , age 01. 30·50 yrs and wish· ous embroidery, bouquets, wan panYour Name
ing 10 creale fam ,Iy. My hobby ·
els of the rod . roat, olhers nalural
Address _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ __
house· keeping. Russian folk ·songs
malerials composition. Fond of world
and dislall.l ~avels I hope lor the
State
' -, : meeting wnh America. Olga. Box 298 dances, stage dances for fashion
City
thealer, com pose. Not ali i can do!
L __________________________________
~I
Talyana. 30 1rs old. Box 355
Zi p
Phone#
L-~

•

__________________________

•

•

~.

BetaSigmaEpsilon Initiates
NewMembers
The Beta Epsilon Chapter of Alpha Sigma Lambda held its Annual
Initiation Banquet at Cheshire Lodge
and Inn. At the banquet, 28 new
members were initiated to the Society. In addition, Tina Dalton was selected as the Evening College Student
of the Year. Dalton was chosen because of her ability to juggle work,
school, and family and remain very
involved in campus and community
activities. She has worked with the
Evening College Council and is a
member of Alpha Sigma Lambda,
Dalton has received many awards
during her tenure at UM-SL Louis.
She was selected for Who's Who both
this year and lasL She is a regular on
the Dean's List and a university
scholar. She received the Louise
Anthes Alpha Sigma Scholarship.
Dalton is pursuing a degree in
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elementary education with a longterm goal of working toward a
Master's degree.
The banquet speaker was Charles
Korr, professor of history. His topic
was "Sport: It's a Lot More Than
Games." Korr was awarded an Honorary Membership in the chapter.
The chapter also recognized an
outstanding alumnae foc service to
the organization and the university.
This year's recipient was Evelyn
Mehler, an Evening College graduate
and practicing attorney.
New initiates include Betty
Alpin, Pat Barbour, Mark Boatman,
Juanita Chamberlain, Nancy Conroy,
Jacqueline Frieda, Scott Hobbs,
Linda Holtz, Lana Johnson-Burton,
Donna Kebel, Janice Kirkpatrick,
Michael Long, Cheryl Lynn, Timothy McCaffrey, Gary Naeger, Warren
PerkIns, John Pittman, Anthony
Renceniello, Candace Carabus Rice,
Amanda Safford, Fred Schroeder,
Janet Susuki, Duane Thomson, Brian
Wahby, Tamara Walchshouser and
Lisa Cilli Wihl.

Red

Cross

Classes Offered
The American Red Cross regularly offers emergency training
courses to help people prevent and
respond to emergencies. Last year
nearly 40,000 people in the metropolitan SL Louis area received Red
Cross emergency training.
The following emergency training courses will be held May in SL
Louis and S1. Louis County:
Adult CPR - 8 a.m. to noon, May
1,11,15,29; 6-10 p.m., May 1,7, IS,
or29.
. Infant/Child CPR - 8 a.m. to 4
p.m. on May 4.
Standard First Aid - Part I and II,
8 am. to 5 p.m., May 2,8, 14, 17, or
18; Part I, 6-10 p.m., May 21; Part II,
6-10 p.m., May 23.
Fees for emergency training

courses held at Red Cross offices
range from $16 to $32.50. Advance
registration and prepayment are required. Businesses and other organizations can arrange for courses to be
held at their locations.
Instructor courses are also available for prople who wish to be certified or recertified to teach Red Cross
courses. To register for .a course, call
Red Cross at 658-2040.

J?undraising Classes To Be Taught
Profess ionals , vol unteers and
other individ uals involved in
fundraisin g can brush up on their
skills and knowledge in the field
through Basics of Fundraising, a
course offered by UM-St. Louis
Continuing-Extension.
The course will meet from 6: 309:30p.m. on Wednesdays, April 24 to

May 15 on UM-S1. Louis campus.
Participants will learn how to succeed in development, grow as a development director, build a case for
support, start an annual giving program, work with corporations and
foundations, begin and promote a
wills program, work with life income
gifts, and develop office records.

WGN U +9201
call in and TALK!

Writers Awarded By Robert Smith
Two graduating seniors who have
earned Writing Certificates have
been named winner of Robert E.
Smith awards for 1991. Mark Boatman and Diana Harvesunoon will receive the awards at an English department reception on April 22.
The Smith award recognizes
Writing Certificate students for exemplary class work and professional
p:l;>inise in written communication.
Money for the annual award comes
from funds given in memory of Robert E. Smith, organizer of the first
campus public relations program at
UM-SL Louis.

He served as director of public
information from 1966 until his death
in 1974.
Boatman, who is completing a
bachelor of general studies degree,
will serve as student marshal for his
graduating class. A freelance writer
for the past 15 years, Boatman plam
to enter law school next fall.
Harvestmoon, an English major,
served as editor of the Women's
Studies Newslettcr for two years. She
has won awards for both creative
writing and nonfiction, and her work
has been published in several literary
magazines.

College Hmwrs Shakespeare
An all-day video marathon celebrating the birthday of William
Shakespeare will be sponsored by the
Pierre Laclede Honors College on
Tuesday, April 23. Four films - "The
Taming of the Shrew", "RichardllI",

"Julius Caesar" and "Henry V" - will
be located on the Incarnate Word
grounds. Interested students, faculty
and staff should take the shuttle. For
information regarding the times of
the showings, call 389 ·0096.

Your typical dot rnatrirrprinter.
l.

.

Crisis H ot Line Needs Help
CONTACT-SL Louis is seeking
new volunteers for its Helpline, a
telephone crisis intervention, counseling and ;::~erral service. By sharillg some of your free time, you could
make other lives happier. CONTACT-SL Louis can help improve
your listening skills wd give you an
opportunity to help people who don't
have a friend to listen. New volunteers are also needed for

CONTACT's Telecommunications
Service for the Deaf. A deaf person
cannot use the telephone without special equipmcn~ and/or special help
from someone who can hear. SU'·
TACT-St. Louis has been he1;:iilg
deaf people since 1974. Volunte.:r
hours are flexible to fit your sc~edule.
Classes begin soon. Forfurthel' i..tformation and an application, call 7718181.

Evening StudentMissedAtBanquet
T:',Z Evening Colltee extends a
sincere apology to Kathy Edwards,
an Evening College stud~nt, who was
a recipient of the "Who's Who
Amon£: American Universities and
Colleges" award at the Student Affairs Awards Banquet on April 12,
1991. Edwards was omitted, in error,
from 'the awards presentation ceremony. The following information
mould have been announced:
Edwards is a member of the

Evening College Council, Phi Kappa
Phi and Phi Theta K'lppa She was on
the Evening College Dean's List, and
was Ilamed to Who's Who in
American Junior Colleges.
Her offices include past Board
president of the American Cancer Society, secretary in Beta Sigma Phi,
volunteer for Stephen's Ministry, anc:
administrative assistant to the Dear
of Student Services, Jefferson Col
lege.

The new Apple StykWrifer.

Which price looks better to you?
Lets. face it. The
more 1IllpreSSNe your
papers and projects
look, the more impact
your ideas will have on your professors.
Which is why you might want to know
about the new Apple~ StyleWriter' printer. It
offers crisp, laser-quality printing for about
the same cost as a dot matrix printer.
,

It's compact (at just 13 11 x 5;1 it fits easily
in the nlost cramped donn roonl). It's
quiet (so quiet you can print at 3a.m. without waIting up your rOOIThrnate).
And its frOln Apple - designed so now
you can get everything out of a Macintosh®
cornputer that Apple built into it.
Not just tile power to look your
best. The power to beyour bese

For further iPJormation visit the Office of Computing
Room 102 SSB or call 553-6000
*price applies to faculty, staff and students
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MIRTHDAY 1991
WEDNESDAY
APRIL 24, 1991
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ACTIVITIES
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10:00 a.m.- 6:00 p.m.
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ROCK-N-ROLLERBLADES
FREE use of Rollerblades (in line roller skates).
Check out with campus ID or Drivers Licence.

Nlirf hdoG1
MCli rrS fq i t?~

••
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••
•

"' C:-t-IALLENGE THE SIZZLER
:·····, &.:ROCK+-O-PLANE
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~ CARNIVAL GAMES

•••
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20 different carnival games presented by UMSt. Louis' student
organizations. Low participation costs -lots
of fun and prizes!

..•
•

•

SAND VOLLEYBALL
Open recreational play - or put a tea#1:together
for some fast action tournamentpIa;y. ..
HOME RUN HITIING CONTEST
See how far out of the park youcahslam a
whiffle ball at our special diamond.

•••
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••
•

••
••
••

•

•

••
••
•

FESTIVAL FOOD BY UNIVERSITY
FOOD SERVICE
Try a "Smoked Turkey Drumstick" fresh off
the grill. 1/3 lb. Horne-style hamburgers,
Grilled Beef FAJITAS, Italian Sausage on a
stick..; Allat special MIRTHDA Y prices.
Buy$3iOO woriliof food coupons - get your
fourth dollar FREE

•

C~llenc(e lh e
r-----= 'I Z. zJ e I

•

•

NOTE: UNDERGROUND Cafeteria will be closed
all day Wednesday .

•

CARICATURES DRAWN
FREE Stop by one of two Caricature Artists
and sit for your complimentary caricature
drawing.

••

••
•
••

•

CLOWNS AND JUGGLERS
FREE helium Balloons, balloon sculptures,
face painting and juggling lessons (sorry not fueJ:<indof juggling you need for finals!)

•

. ·. ~IrYOI.J OWN KIND
' OF:M:USIC!
FREE'/1it1f¥st)rle" music videos. You and a
grotlpotUp :t612 friends can set yourself
apart with your own music video. 1 video
tape provided for each group or individual.

•

) 0:00 '1.yY]. - 2.30

FREE music recording. Solo or duets to your
favorite contemporary artists. Your voice on
their song. Free use of TWO portable
singing booths. One free audiocassette.for
each performance.
. .'
'.."
10:00 AM - 2:30 PM
and
4:30 PM- 6:00 PM

f· V'rI .
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: 15 Positions Available - Largest S.A.B.C. Budget Allocation
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: Leadership Development - Fun - Meet Celebrities - Help
Determine Programs

:

:
:
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: Music - Arts - Comedy - Movies -Special Events - More
•
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MIRTHDAY MAIN STAGE
Featuring three of the HOTTEST bands in the
St. Louis area.
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10:00 AM - 12:30 PM

I

•

BILLY PEEK
12:30 PM - 3:00 PM
FANTASY
.3:00 PM - 6:00 PM
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MIRTHDAY 1991 is presented by the
UNIVERSITY PROGRAM BOARD,
the UNIVERSITY CENTER/STUDENT
ACTIVITIES OFFICE and is
supported by the campus community.
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Reckless Disregard

If LaDonia Payne had had her Clean Campaign
proposal passed, Mark Grimes and Julie Schwetz
would have been kicked out the campaign for sb.mler
and libel.
Slander, as defmed by Webster's Dictionary, is the.
utterance in the presence of another person of a false
statement or statements, damaging to a third persons
reputation. Libel is the printing of these statements.
Grimes, Schwetz and their supporters used a
mangled quote from the official debate to try and
portray Melissa Green as being a racist. The quote·"I
will work with the administration to get rid of minorities" was printed on their fliers and distributed
aroW1d campus. Supporters actively pOinted this out
to students they were distributing the fliers to.
Melissa Green was trying to tell the audience at the
debate that she wanted to work with the administration to get rid of minorities problems on campus.
The Grimes-Schwetz ticket held a reckless disregard for Melissa Green's reputation when they used
those fliers to further their campaign.
One must question lead'.'!rs that will go to SUCl
devious extremes to achif:ve their end.
Even if Green sues and wins, the reputation of
being a racist will follow her around this campus and
possibly into her career. in other words, for the rest of
her life.
So far. the Grimes-Schwetz party has not come
through with an apology, only a number of pointing
fingers. and excuses. Is this what students can expect
from next years Student Government Association?

Dirty Hands
Paul Matteucci hasn't kept his hands clean during
this campaign either.
As student representative to the Board of Curators,
Matteucci should not have supported either slate.
Last year he didn't. Can someone who changes the
rules from year to year be trusted?
Matteucci used Mark Grimes for his position with
the Coatlition, a well-known voting block, to further
his own political ambitions and that his girlfriend,
Julie Schwetz be elected.
.. ,,,.
Matteucci participated in destrOying Melissa Green's
reputation by trying to persuade the Coalition that
she is a racist because she feels·that students should
also have a holiday on President's Day.

\'A S[vEN"DAYWAITI~G pr~\OD IS SIMPLY·.. NoT.. , POl.ITICAl.LY .. · fEA5IeL.£ .. · ~IG~T'?/ ~

Elections Enter New Era; Follow That Ball
TRUST ME
simple as that No more arguments
about why the ballots where invalid.
It's too bad it look three years for
anyone to listen to what r had been
saying.
I

by Kevin Kleine
columnist

LETTERS POLICY
The Current welcomes leuters to the editor. The writer's student
number and phone number must accompany all letters. Non-students
must also include their phone numbers . Letters should be no longer
than two typed, double-spaced pages.
No unsigned letters will be published, but the author's name can
be withheld by request
The C urre nt reserves the righ t to edit all letters for space and sty Ie.
The Current reserves the right to refuse pUblication of lellers.

For the last three years the Student Government Associations have
been marred by controversy stemming from the voting process, but this
year they finally found a way to avoid
mistakes in vote counting.
Since knuckleheadedness has
prevailed more than clearheadedness
in previous SGA administrations, nobody ever did anything with the idea
of having election results scored by
computer until this year. AlIa
pruzhansky should be praised for
bringing the elections out of the dark
ages and foreing the SGA to wake up
and smell the technology. Two years
ago there was so much confusion over
what ballots were valid that people in
SGA finally started to open their eyes
to much-needed election reforms.
The computer scoring uses the
student number to identify the voter.
If the student number shows up more
than once, neither vote counts. It's as

###
Aaah!! springtime. When the
weather warms and the grass greens,
young men's thoughts tum to one
thing-GolIl
In case nobody k.now~, this campus used to be a golf course. I can just
picture the layout of the fairways.
With a little creative play we could
probably get in 18 holes in between
classes. Let's see, where should we
start.
First hole: A good spot for the fLrst
tee might be off Chancellor Blanche
Touhill's desk. It would be about a
379 yard trek to the green at the edge
of Bugg lake (water hazard) for a par
four. I hope the people in Stadler Hall
don't mind if we play throughl
Second hole: A straight shot up
the edge of the parking lot next to
Stadler. Its a boring hole, but what
else could wedowith that strip of land
besides build a parking lot? Par four.
Third Hole: Tee off from behind
Benton for a 172 yard shot to the
green at the SSB lobby. Those computer nerds will wake up when a fluo-

rescenl orange ball comes wh istling
through the first Door computer lab . If
you hit a com puter screeD, that 's a
one-stroke penalty (we can 't be too
destruc ti ve) . Par three.
Fourlh hole: Here ' s the big one525 yards, down a hill with a dog leg
to th e left to put us on the soccer field.
Thegrccn isj ust below th.c scorcboard
(it makes a nice backstop) . Par five.
Ho le Five: Our target: the po li ce
station - 460 yards fo r this one, but
there ' s a catch ; you have to make it
thro ugh the little hole in lhe glass at
the "cop shop " to get on lhe green at
ctUcfPicken 's desk. N o need to pull
your gun , chief, il'sj ust a rela xing day
on the links. Par Four.
Sixlh Hole: We go across the hall
to tee off on Vice-Chancellor Larry
Schlerelh' s desk , scattering ;'apcrwork everywhere. Sorry Larry. It's a
458 yard shot [0 the pari:ing garage
below SSB. J Us[ pick any hole in lhe
concrete to sink th e pUlt for a par fouT.
Seventh hole: Here 's Lhc hole with
the bes t view. We tee off from the lOP
of the SSB tower (157 yards to the
College of Arts and Sciences office).
If you play this shot through Prof.
Mike Murray' s window, you can get
a nice roll into th e hall down the steps
a nd come to restjustoutside lheo lTice
door setting yourself up [or a nice
chip to the green at A& S Dean Terry
Jones' desk. Il'S a tough lie though,
the cup is the upper !crt-hand desk

drawer.
Eighth hole: It's a 382 shot from
the third-floor lobby of Lucas Hall to
the spiral staircase in Thomas
Jefferso n Library .
If you sli e lhis one on your second shot, you might wind up crashing
into th e horrible glass structure that
pays homage to ancient Egyptian
engineering students . That would bea
penalty stroke. Wait a minute, on
second thought, make that a minus
stroke (I guess we can afford to be just
a teensy bit destructive). You could
easily birdie this hole if you hit the
pyramid . Par four.
Ninlh hole: This holcis dangerous;
itgoes into the cafeteria. From lhe tee
at found ers circle you can blast it
through the student activities window
to bounce down the steps to the
dreaded underground. The hazards
incl ude chilli, pizza and mystery m~t
Don't let your ball get stuck in' the
c hilli hazard; some lil'le criuer stole
mine last time. "Where is the green?"
yo u might ask . Why, at the salad bar,
of course . Drop the pull into the
Th ousa nd Island dressing on this 436
yard hole for a par four.
Tha t's just the nine hole eourse.
The 18 hol e course includes the South
Campus too.
If we didn't have all of these
damned students wandering around
we co uld get in a good day of golf.
Maybe they'll let us pIny through.

I~E'f'fER·. S 'f0 . 'fl IE EBI'fOR
Culture Roo'm Violates Ruling
To Ihe edilor;

Prior to 1954, the U.S. Supreme
Court seemed content with the
"separate but equal" doctrine as
maintained in an earlier Supreme
Court decision, Plessy v. Ferguson
(1896), which someone aptly put it,
guaranteed to the Negro ''the equal,
but different," protection of the
laws.
However, in Mclaurin v.
Oklahoma State Regents (1950), the
Court required that negroes admitted to white schools must be treated
like all other students.
In the landmark case of Brown
v. Board of Education of Topeka
(1954), Chief Justice Warren cited
the McLaurin case, "To separate
(negro students) from others of
similar age and qualifications solely
because their raCe generates a
feeling of inferiority as to their
status in the community that may

affect their ears and minds in a way
unlikely ever to be undone."
Furthermore, Warren said that
"separating the races is usually
interpreted as denoting the inferiority of the Negro group ... which
affects the motivation of a child to
learn."
Keeping the Chief Justice's
eloquent words in mind, it might be
appropriate for the administration
and faculty at UM-St Louis to
rethink its decision to support the
separate facilities for black students
on campus. I am referring to the
Black Culture Room located in
UM-St Louis' University Center.
It seems to me that the
University'S support of such
"separnte but equal" facilities
violates the letter and spirit of the
Brown decision and places a heavy,
if not unnecessary, burden upon the
students here on campus.
One possible solution might be

to allow an "American C ulture
Room" which would neilher
separate one group from anolher,
nor in any way place an undue
burden upon any student's ability to
to learn. Thi s is not to say that black
culture has no place in higher
education; obviously it docs . But to
separate black culture from all o th er
cultures, it seems to me, can only
keep a ric h and important pan of
Am erican heritage from lhe rest of
the student body.
Although, I am sure it is not the
intention of the university to
separate groups of students, it is de
facto lhe outcome of such separate
faciliti es.
It is my hope that all groups can
be represented on campus so lhal
cultural differences can be not only
understood but appreciated by all
UM-Sl. Louis students.

Mr. Opinion
How To Save
The Nation
To the editor;
In order to save the nation,
there must be greater understanding within the bureaucmcy '>0 as to circumvent the
inevilllble pitfalls and shortcomings that are in a constant
phase of generation, thereby
achieving a comprehensive
comprehension of direct
communication and the
unerring acquisition of such.

Mr. Opinion
Alis/air Ferguson
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Etzkorn from page 1
Cities is that it 's locally initiated, nongovernmental, people to people,
which means that the national leadership will be able, possibly to stimulate and support local interest, but we
don't look to national leadership to
IUIl the local programs," Etzkom said.
"On the local level, I am now simply
a volunteer, like everyone else who
works on the local commiUee."
In SL Louis there are, at this time
six countries associated with Sister
Cities, including Bologna, Italy;
Gal way, Ireland; Lyon, France;
Nanjing, China; and Stuugart, Germany.
"We may think, somehow, that
America doesn't have many friends
in the world anymore. Somehow some
of the press reports about our involvement in the Middle Eastern conflict
recently, have portrayed the United
States as being more involved for its
own interest, for the oil, and other
kinds of interest; but actually in the
meeting in Washington, the leadership hosted the ambassadors of 70
plus countries, with which Sister Cities International has linkages,"

Etzkorn said. "We now have over 900
American cities that are claim to it,
over 1700 foreign cities in over 90
counlries of the world."
"I think what we need to be doing
is getting off our euro-centric orientation. We need to become much more
sensitized to ,the fact that the world is
much larger thtu1 Europe and that the
future of the United States depends on
how we relate to Latin America,
Southeast Asia, Africa, and to the
Indian Subcontinent. Of course Europe will always be important, but it
will decline in its importance,"
Etzkorn said. "Americans need to
become sensitized to that, just as in
our own country we have to become
more sensitive to the multi-cultural
population. "
"The mission of Sister Cities is to
make friends for ' America, and our
mission as university people to sensitize ourselves as faculty, as adults,
and to sensitize our students towards
the changing world that we're living
in ... ,"Etzkorn said.
"Our objeeti ve is to establish lasting relationships, and I think with that

objective we are the largest group in
the world," he said.
In St. Lcuis there are about 900
people involved with the Sister Cities
organization. Eaeh separate committee has 80 to 100 active members.
"My involvement goes back
many, many years. I have been involved in helping to start the Sister
City movement in St.Louis,"Etzkorn
said.
Etzkorn has been teaching at UMSt. Louis since 1974. He previously
taught at the University of West
Florida and was involved in the Sister
Cities program there.
When he came to St. Louis,
Etzkorn said the Sister Cities program was a very dormant one.
"I started the council of Sister
Cities when Mayor Poelker was in
office, and with Jv1ayor Conway, I
continued. Then later on Mayor
Schoemel changed the organization
to structure it a bit," Etzkorn said.
Schoemel developed an office that
deals with relationships between SL
Lcuis and the world, St. Louis Center
for International Relations.

things that I said which showed how
active her imagination was." said Richard Reiman, who teaches Arnerican Traditions.
A freshman, Robin was majoring
in foreign language. She was taking a
third level French class while taking
German. She wanted to go to France
and be a translator.
"She had all these things she
wanted to accomplish so she tried
everything," Shull said. "Sometimes
she'd get bummed out because she
wasn't sure of what she wanted to do
for the rest of her life."
Julie thought about being an artiSL Her room contains many of her
sculptures and paper-mache work .
"She wanted to sing most of all,"
Shull saici "She tried oul for choir
senior year of high school and didn't
make it. She was so upset."
Dan Kohler met Robin in high
school.
"I had just transferred from a pllblie school toa private school. She was
the person who befriended me out the
thousands of students there," Kohler
said.
Kohler was impressed by Robin
bccause" ... she nevercarcd about what
other people thought. She was a very
strong person."
"She was very sensitive. She
wasn 'tasoulgoingasJulie. She stayed
more in the shadows and she liked it
that way - except in our little group,"
Shull said.
Robin was known for wearing an
ankh.
"It'sanEgyptiansymbolforcvcrlasting life. She never took it off,"
Shull said.
Robin became a vegetarian after
working in a burger place.
"She couldn't stand the smell of
burgers. For a while, she ate chicken.
Then she got all animal conscious on
me. I think she ate fIsh," Shull said.
"She always ordered french fries with
guacamole and black coffee."
Robin recently joined PET A,
People for the Ethical Treatment of
Animals, only one of her causes. Her
red Escort sported a bumper sticker
for Greenoeace. Shull and Julie often

took nature walks.
"She saw peace in nature," Shull
said.
Both of the girls believed in peace
and frequently adorned themselves in
peace symbols.
Influenced by the movie, "Do The
Right Thing," Hollee McClain, a
long time friend of the sisters, Robin
and Julie spent three hours making
stencils out of newspapers and spray
painting their poem on the bridge.
"We knew if we put it up there, it
was going to make an impact. We
were at the age where you're trying to
figure out where you sit in the world.
We were fecling a lot of prejudice
because we were a little bit different, "
McClain saieL
Blaek and white spray paint let
them say this to the world:
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Sisters from page 1
trendy thing to do," said Dawn Cuddy,
a lunch time buddy. "She would always save newspapers in her car.
Eventually, after her car was so
crammed packed with newspapers,
she would take them to the recycling
center."
It was a joke among their friends
that if they wanted to fInd a paper
from the last month, one just had to
look in the back of Julie's car.
Shortly after she was introduced
to Mike Vogt, Julie was trying to get
him involved in her causes.
"She wanted me to help her with
a campaign to help with voter registrntion," Vogt said.
Julie was actively involved with
activities sponsored by the International House. Emmabeth Amenu,
president of the International House,
introduced Julie to her boyfriend,
Mike, there.
"When they met, you could tell
they locked into each other," Amenu
said.
Julie and Robin played soccer for
them and participated in International
Week. "Julie was open-minded. She wanted to be a part of [International
Week]," Amenu saici
Racial or ethnic jokes made her
mad.
"Julie was not a prejudiced person. She didn'tcare about the color of
your skin or the language you spoke,"
Cuddy said.
Cuddy described Julie as a free
spirit. "She wanted to live her life,
unprotected and not be fearful of iL
She wanted to live her life; to make
herself happy," Cuddy said.
"Robin was the more spiritual of
the two. Julie was the more earthbound," Vogt saici
Robin was a thinker. She constantly questioned the things around
her. "She'd think constantly. And
she'd argue with herself," said Amy
Shull, who has been a friend of Rob in 's
since high school.
"She was very curious. She was a
student who participated all the time
in class. She always had a comment,
like she was playing the devil' s advocate in class. She would question

Do the right thing
United we stand
Divided wefall
Its not a black while thing
We , as a new generation
llave got to take a stand

START YOUR CLIMB
TO CAREER SUCCESS THIS SUMMER.
Apply now for six weeks of Army ROTC
leadership training. With pay, without
obligation.
.You'll develop the discipline,
confIdence and decisiveness it takes to
succeed in any career. And you'll qualify
to earn Army officer credentials while
you're completing your college studies,

ARMY ROTC
TWO-YEAR PROGRAM
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE. .

For more information, call Captain Mark Spindler at 553-5176

Unile as One
We'vegol2

STOP
Killing one another
You don't have 10 be black or while

To feel prejudice,
To fall in love
Experience pain
Creale life

To kill
To die
You jus/ have 10 be human
-22 August 1989

They signed their names in their
individual styles.
They were very proud of their
poem and wanted to show it to their
cousin on AprilS, the night their lives
changed forever.
"These people didn't just destroy
two lives, they destroyed every life
that knew them and those that didn't
We don't know how far they could
have gone," Amenu
Only the bridge can give witness
to the talc of what happened that fateful night to two sisters who just wanted
to share a peace poem with their cousin.
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LUCAS HUNT VILLAGE
APARTMENTS
THE CHOICE OF MANY
UMSL STUDENTS &STAFF
"With all the pressures of
school we've found LHV to
be very accommodating and
a nice place to live."

"It's close to UMSL and
so ... quiet."

Karen Aldrige & Sue Wipple
3rd year optometry students

Nell Meixner UMSL Library 23 years

I ' m Here
When You Need Me
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CIRRUS.

T he AutoDlat - I Teller

Normandy Bank Customers, get your application at the facility in University Center or c.al! us at 3835555. If you have your account at another bank, your ATM card can be used atthe machine In Unlver'
slty Center If It has a BankMate or Cirrus symbol on It.
.
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Call us at 381-0550
Open 7 days a week

7151 NATURAL BRIDGE
ST. LOUIS, MO 63121
383-5555

-I & 2 Bedroom Apartments from $315/
month (includes UMSL discount)
-Privacy Gate with Attendant
• 24 Hour Maintenance
-Lighted Tennis Courts& Pool
-Laundry Facilities on Site
•Flexible Lease Tenns

5303 Lucas & Hunt Road at I -70
Member FDIC'
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LUCAS
HUNT
VILLAGE

rn::- We care about you...

/
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.rr.....,from design to management'
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Student
by Tim Berns
or the Current

Social wode demands a specific
type of person. It calls for someone

\\tho cares about people and who has
~nough patience to work at the apPropriate pace of each person being
helped. .
. It requires a realistic but positive
hpproach. Social workers must be
Understanding and easy to talk to.
They must be proper role models.
According tb friends and colleagues,
Laura Heinz, president of the UMSt Louis Honors College, is all of
these.
At first, psychology attracted
Heinz because she likes to work with

You can set an example
and give them something
to look forward to and if
they see somebody
sccoplishing it, then they
might want to accomplish
it too.
--Laura Heinz
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ODOrs Student Becomes
people. But
closer examination,
she decided on social work because it
deals with developing relationships
among people, while psychology involves testing capabilities.
A practiclim forSt. Joseph 'sHome
for Boys,aresidential treatment home,
allows Heinz to do the work that
interests her most: working with children.
Heinz realizes the serious challenges working with children presents.
"Especially kids whose families
tend to fall apart, they really feel a lot
of loss themselves. Yet that's not
always dealt with. And you realize
that you can't help everybody. But if
you can make one kid out of five
realize that there is still good in him or
herself even though their family
doesn't look so good, then that person
will be successful," Heinz said.
While taking a realistic approach
to the difficulty of her work, itdoesn't
discourage her; Laura is encouraged
by her accomplishments in her field L· ~:..o..:..~~---,,--,,",,,,,-~~.A.;
work so far.
Laura Heinz
"One case was a total success,"
said Heinz. "I saw one kid reunited them something to look forward to,"
As President of the honors colwith his family. And I saw him being Heinz said, "and if they see somebody lege, Heinz made campus activities
much more successful himself as his accomplishing it, then they might want more appealing to students.
relationship with his family started to to accomplish it too."
One person who has noticed an
grow."
Heinz's interest in people sup- increase in student involvement over
In improving the self-images of ports her belief that geuing students the past year is Lori Folta, a senior and
these boys, Heinz knows that she must involved in campus activities is im- SGA Representative who works
be a positive influence.
portant to a commuter school such as closely with Heinz on the honors
"You can set an example and give UM-St. Louis.
college's executive committee.

ole Model For Kids
,

"Laura ha, a
way of gelling
people to do
things that she
needs to get done
without it seeming like she is
forcing them to do
it," Folta said.
"She's just
got a way about
her that when she
gets really gungho about something, it just
spreads and everybody gets excited about it; and
that gets other
people
involved," said
Folta. "I don't
know how she
does it. It's just
something about
her personality."
Heinz, as
president of the
honors college, headed an effort to
rewrite an outdated constitution,
implemented regularly scheduled executive committee meetings, and
planned more activities. The voter
turnout at a recent election in the
honors college also indi cates greater
student awareness.
Chuck De LaPorte, ajunior in the

honors college, noted that Heinz's
get-up-and-go attitude has filtered
down to the committee members and
other students.
"Laura is a very busy person,"
said De LaPorte, "always on the go,
and I think that reflects her relationship among people as far as work
goes. She does have a lot to do. She
can handle a lot, and she does it very
well. I thought Laura did an excellent
job as president of the honors college."
Her generosity is noticed by her
good friend Diane Bulin, a political
science major who met Heinz her first
year in the honors college three years
ago.
"Laura works a lot for other
people. She would do anything for
you. She babysits for a family she
knows; she does things for them all
the time," said Butin. "Laura is honestly oneofthe hardest woIkingpeople
I know."
Taking college level classes at
Rosati-Rain High School enabled
Heinz to complete her degree in only .
three years. She will graduate next
month, and she plans to attend graduate school this fall.
Heinz claims that the hardest part
alxlut college was the pace she had to
keep up. "I've run myself ragged trying to get here," she said, "and now
I'm here. And I feel like this is the
best thing I could have done."

Music Professor Makes Album Promoting Global Peace

by Jocelyn Arledge
features editor

Mark Madsen is presently the
Coordinator of VoCaI Studies at UMSt Louis. He teaches voice lessons
and holds opera workshops.Madsen
is a tenoT and has broaden his talent
to go beyond the cIassroom.
Madsen has put out an album

called "Sacred Hoops: Songs of
Peace". The album is directed at what
Madsen calls "Our Global Family".
He is reaching out with his music to
teach not only students but the world
alxlut peace and global harmony.
"I believe that it is awful what
people can do to each other. All the
people of the world are family and
should have peace with themselves

Prepare For Strange Life
Forms At Twilight Eatery
elvis ootlirE

by Greg Albers
columnist

This past Saturday night, I
got the chance to take part in a
true American tradition. I'm
speaking of the custom of
drinking large quantities of
alcohol then migrating to local
eating establishments for
hedonistic fun. On any given
weekend night. people from all
walks of life gather together at
Dermy's restaurants all over the
city to eat and play with food and
do things they wouldn't even do
in the privacy of their own
homes.
It was three a.m. when my
friend and I decided to join the
other creatures of the night for a
predawn feast We were leaving
a party that had been put on by
the Washington University Art
Department They had offered us
free beer and we had accepted.
(Speaking of creatures of the
night, at this party, we were
fortunate enough to meet several
grown men in prom dresses, but
that's a different story entirely.)
That was five hours earlier, and
in the interlude, we had consumed a few pints of free brew
and had decided we could not
wait until morning to eat.
Jack pulled into the Denny's
parking lot As he looked inside
the windows to more closely
observe a table of three women,
he drove up on the curb and over
some small shrubbery. The
police officer we were passing
frowned at this. We parked and
went inside.
We walked into the dining
room behind five women

wearing a lot of leather, a lot of
make up and a lot of hairspray.
They smelled of sweat and were
talking about how much money
they had made that evening.
They were working girls, you
see.
We were seated next to a
group of chauy teenage girls. The
sound of their giggles filled the
air. A table of long haired young
men wearing black concert shirts
and baseball caps invited them to
a party in their trailer park, but
the girls declined.
As if not phased by the
rejection, the young men went
back to smoking cigarettes and
making unusual sounds by
shifting their weight on the
cushions of the booth they were
siuing in. Then they began
hooting at the women in leather
as they walked by, only to get
rejected again.
The elderly couple in the next
booth tried to ignore them, but
their faces showed their disapproval. They were in formal
dress and were trying to keep to
themselves. Luck was not on
their side, as anyone brave
enough to venture into Lenny's
after hours is considered fair
game.
The boys in black took notice
of the displeasure they had
created for the old couple and
decided to teach them some new
words that consisted of only four
letters. To their surprise, the old
man had heard these words
before and even taught them a
few as he and his wife hurried
out the door.
The teenage girls broke out in
a chorus of "Paradise by the
Dashlxlard Lights" as they
played with each other's food.
The waitress looked at the mess
they were making and sighed.
She had seen it all before.
What fun, and r haven't even

and each other." Madsen said.
The music style of his album is a
combination of clasical, jass and folk
music. Madsen got some of the lyrics
[rom songs by American Indians and
some of the pieces are arranged by
Madsen.
Currently, thefocusofhis career is
ped'orming his own songs, accompanying himslef on guitar or piano.
Madsen believes his music reflects a
strong belief in a higher purpose,
healing the world of separation and
fcar, returning it to its rightful state of
unity and love.
Madsen said making the album
took a lot of work and studio time. He
has been working on this project for a
long tim e and now has his album
available on the He/iDs label.

Madsen received his bachelor's
and master's degree from the Un iversity of Colorado and a Doctor of
Musical Arts in Vocal Performance
from the University of Arizona.
Madsen had a concert to bring in
his new album and to make the public
aware of his ideals of peace April 14.
The show was titled "A concert for
our Global Family" and was held at
the Christ Church Cathedral.
The album cover of "Sacred
Hoops:Songs of Peace" features a
picture of the Sacred Hoops taken
from American Indian foklore. The
hoops symbolize peace as does
Madsen's music.
"I really believe that people can
find an inner peace within them·
selves," Madsen said.

Mark Madsen

Marrying Man Makes Audience Want Divorce
a bar and again they end up togetherand married.
The two end up living in Boston
entertainment critics
for two years so Charlie can run the
family toothpaste business. Vicki, an
We didn ' t laugh. We didn 't cry.
aspiring singer, tires of socializing
We weren't full of tension but we
with the ladies of high society and
weren't lxlred the entire time either.
wants to go back to LA and her career.
The Marrying Man is about exactly
The two fight, and again, end up diwhat the name ·implies- a marrying
vorced.
man. A man that gets married to the
Here we began to realize that we
same girl four times.
know
how the movie is going to end,
It was 1948, and Charlie Pearl,
and
that
the same plot is going to
. toothpaste king, (played by Alec
repeat itself over and over until they
Baldwin) is engaged to marry wealthy
are either married 3,585 times or our
Adele Homer, (played by Elisabeth
two hours are up.
Shue) daughter of Lew Homer, HolLuckily the latter came ftrst.
The acting in the flick was nothing stupenuous because the script
wasn't creative enough to allow an
actor to put depth in his or her character.
The Marrying Man presented
Basinger with a challenge of singing
several popular standards from the
romantic musical era of the late
1940's. However, the matching of her
lip-synching with the actual musical
tape was less than desirable.
Charlie, in his third marriage, decides to build the love of his life a 15
million dollar movie studio. Four
children later, the studio went under,
but Vicki's career escalated. Charlie
couldn't handle being without money
or a job and he can't cope with his
wife bringing home the bacon; Hence,
divorce number three.
For a year Charlie disappears,
losing contact with his friends , to
wallow in his failure.
Then one night, ata bar of course,
history repeats itself.
In order not to lose the audience,
the movie should have ended 45
minutcsbcfore itd id. We suggest you
wait until this one comes out on vjdeo.
Rating- two stars, one poUy break,
I HEAR WEDDING BELLS ...Alec Baldwin and Kim Bassinger play man and wife again and again
and
a chuckle.
in the comedy flick "The Marrying Man".
by Fera M. Black
and Cole P. Hunter

lywood movie mogul.
During a trip to Las Vegas, for his
bachelor party with his friends, Charlie
meets sultry lounge singer Vicki
Anderson (Kim Basinger) and it is
lust at ftrst site.
Charlie had been known through·
out Los Angeles as a playboy, wining
and dining many movie stars until he
metAdeleand decided to ftnally seule
down. When he sees Vicki,something
inside of him tells him to risk it all to
be with her.
The problem with this is that Vicki
is the private property of mobster/
casino boss Benjamin "Bugsy" Siegel

(Armand Assante). As you could
imagine, Bu gs)' isn 'treal happy when
he find s Charlie and Vicki wrapped in
each other's arms however, he decides to help their romance along by
providing, for them, a private and
immediate wedding- with shotguns
included of course. This launches them
on what could be the bi ggest rollercoaster ride in mari tal history.
This is where the picture starts to
get a lillle slow. The same thing happens over and over.
Charl ie promises Adele that it is
over belwecn hi m and Vicki, and lhen,
as fate would have it, he finds Vicki in
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call in and TALK!
I' m not sure when it happened. It
could have been a slow process like
radioac!ive decay,asweekafterweek
I had to get up a1 six and put on a sui t,
and consequently was too tired on
weekends to do anything but look
through my oId high school yearbook andweep. Ormaybeithappened
suddenly, the fust time I began a
sentence with the words "When I'm
gone." In any case, one day roughly
eight months after graduating from
college, I realized I was over the hill.
I'll tell you how it happened; maybe
you ' ll learn something. In many
prim itive societies, the elders of the
tribe are looked on with respect because of their immense age and wisdom. In others, they are driven out
onto the icy tundra to die like dogs.
My senior year in college, I was
a Golden Boy. Everyone wanted me;
I was \mown as one of the thrce
hippest college kids in the middleweight bracket And they spared no
expense to try to recruit me. I remember once the heads of three
agencies and a ratty little guy from
Rolling Stone were sitting around
the pool at the Beverly Wilshire with
me, nervousl y fingering their
checkbooks. "Hey," I said, 'TlIstone
who runs to the Pacific Ocean and
back gets to sign me," and they took
off through four lanes of .traffic.
Needless to say , the three who returned enjoyed the joke immensely,
even when I said I was kidding about
signing. When National Lampoon
made me the best offer I signed with
them, becoming head of the entire
College Humor division. And I soon
made them millions with my line of
''I' m Drinkin' Beer!" all-purpose
mugs, and the lX6JJUIar "Hey! BLOW
ME !" baseball caps. Fan mail poured
in from all over for my "Party Universi ty" column. I was a star. But a
few weeks later, an actor friend and I
were lunching at Four Seasons, a
posh Manhattan restaurant. As I
charged the Lobster Thermidor to
my NatLarnp Visa, I pointed to the
waiter and joked to my friend, "Friend
c fyours?" The gag here is that unemployed actors traditionall y moonlight
as food service professionals. But
instead of smiling at the incredibly
wiuy comment, the waiter sneered,
"Jesus Christ, that joke is at least
three years old. Now beat it; I need
your table."
I stood there in horror as my
personal table was swept and reset
for some IUd, a ragged and stubbly
figure in sweats. But just as I was
about to unleash a devastating satire
I froze. The new guest's clothes were
outlandish, and his sardonic asides to
the waiter seemed barely English.
But suddenly I had the eerie feeling I
was looking at myself, two years
earlier-when I was younger.
Through the restaurants front
window it looked like the kid was
eating pate' defoiegras, which they'd
told me they were out of. It was hard
to telIlxx:ause of the rain, though. As
I walked away I was accosted by a
homeless person who held his pathetically thin hand out for alms.

Fumbling in my pocket I told him,
"Hang on a minute, I think I've got a
buck for you somewhere." he winced
and looked disgusted. "Nobody says
'buck' anymore; they say a 'George'
if they want to be collDquial." I held
out the money but he was already
backing away, saying, "get away from
me, man, I don't wa,nt your uncool
money." As he shambled up an alley I
heard him mumble he hoped nobody
had secn him talking to me.
As 1 walked back to work I convince.d myself it was nothing. The
waiter was just some wannabe actor
who'd taken offense at my joke and
the homeless guy was obviously a nul
I hadn't gone soft. No, I was still
hungry - hungry like the wolf. Just
then I entered my office and saw the
weirdest human being I'd ever seen,
sprawled in my La-Z-Boy, feet up on
my mahogany desk. It turned out to be
female, dressed in a baltered poncho
and a plaid acrylic tam-o-shamer. The
back of its head was carefully shaved
and tattooed with a disturbingly lifelike human face, and its real face was
hidden by a mass of tic-dyed
dreadlocks.
It rose, walked backward to me,
and extended a hand. "Aloha,
homeboyo, O'Keefe, n'est ce pas? It
stared at my leather jacket and
hightops. "Rad threads you got, sort of
late-eighties retro, very campy."
George, my boss, cleared his throat.
"Danny, this is Miss Charboneau, here
about the intemship," he said. I tried
not to stare. "Cool. Some coffee'!" I
asked . they were silent. George said
quietly, "Danny, coffee's history. Diet
Slice is the way to go now; that' s what
Miss Charboneau SilYS the kids are
drinking." They exchanged a look .
Nervously I plunged back in . "Yeah, I
think you' II like it here," I said. "Right
now we're working on the 'I Went to
College and All I got was TOT ALL Y
WASTED!' T-shirt series." 1couldn't
help but giggle once again at my own
brilliance. miss Charboneau looked
pained. "Damage report on Sir
Tardling here?" she said to George in
a low voice. There was a few minutes
of awkward silence. when I left, he
was asking if she'd like me to stay on
as her secretary, or if I should just be
pensioned off.
I finally had to face facts. I was
"out of the loop," "behind the curve."
Not only was my finger no longer "on
the pulse," my thumb seemed to be
fumly "up my ass." I was completely
out of touch with tlle current youth
culture. My day was over; the grave
yawned before me. And younger,
meaner, leaner twentysomething hacks
were getting ready to shove me in.
The worst problem was the lingo.
If I could just master this new slang, I
thought, the rest would follow. i decided LO go to my parents' suburban
home for the weekend and intensively
train for my return match with the
young witch with the false face. I'd
listen to the local college radio station,
make a few calls to friends still in
school- and once again I'd be hone to
arazor-sharp edge of hipness. Or so I
thought.

Arriving at the old homestead, I
expected a warm greeting. "Hello," I
called, but there was no answer.
Wandering into the living room I
found my parents hovering over my
younger brother. He was lying on the
couch, home from college for the
weekend with newly acquired rainbow dread, colorful denim hat, and a
face tattooed on the back of his head.
My mother was feeding him grapes
as he reclined, in Roman fashion. My
father was removing bunions from
hisfcet with apumice sLOne. I couldn't
contain myself. "Larry!" I burst out
"You'vegotto help me! Ineedyou to
teach me all the latest college slang,
and teach me to braid my hair like
that, and maybe you know a good
tattoo parlor nearby ... "
I ran out of breath, and my
brother's "face" convulsed as the
other side of his head spluttered with
mirth. "Jack my ass, thee art maxin'
faced, man! Give it tip, shiv?" My
father smiled, tears of pride in his
eyes. "Son, you're the coolest," he
told my brother, gently rubbing his
face against his foot like a cat "You,
on the other hand -" My own parents began to pDint and laugh at my
clothes. When my mother ceremoniously unrolled her Supp-Hose and
handed them to me, I left the room,
cheeks burning, and took refuge in
what had once been my own room.
Myoid collection of wellthumbed pomography comforted me
a lillIe, though the same cannot be
said of the moldy towels and broken
chairs my parents had stored where
my bed used LO be. I started to think
about it again, and this time it didn't
seem so bad. I realized that the pain
of aging was natural. It was only right
that I step aside, give the new generation its day, and enjoy my golden
years as best I could.
An yway, :Miss Charboneau decided Na!Lamp wasn't cool enough
for her and went to work for Sassy
instead. I gal my old job back, sort of.
In my new capacity as Senior Humor
Consultant, I oversee the interns and
teach them the trade, much as an
older man once taught me. I'm 23,
and not funny as lance was, but I
have learned to enjoy checkers and
shuffleboard. They're actually very
complex games, you know.
.f)

1991 National Lampoon, Inc.

"How many part-time jobs
can you name that give you a
chance to be promoted to
supervsior? I couldn't think of any
either. But that's how they do things
at UPS. You can carry a full class
'Ioad and still get the opportunity to
advance at work.
"I started making almost
$10,000 a year working about 4
hours a day- now I'm making even
more. And UPS let me pick the
shift I wanted to work- one that fit
my crazy schedule. They even
threw in a terrific package of
benefits. We talked about
postitions in Accounting, Industrial
Engineering, I.S. and Customer
Service. I chose Operations- and
now I'm mangement. Part-time UPS
supervisor. It looks great on my
resume, and even better in my bank
book.
Openings exist at the UPS Earth
City building and the Jefferson Ave.
. building (at HighfJay 40). For more
information, or to apply for an interview,
call 553-5317 or v.isit 346 Woods Hall
(S.T.E.P. office). We are an equal opportunity employer.

I

*

I

~

There's no other job that
gives a student this kind of opportunity. Because there's no other
company like UPS."

WORKING FOR STUDENTS WHO WORK FOR US.

UPS DELIVERS EDUCATIDI

StudentsSAVl50% and get
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The Saint Louis Symphony Orchestra's 1991-92 Season
Find out how to save 50% on season tickets:

Call (314) 533~2500 TODAY!
Choose an Orchestral Pops or Chamber series that fits your schedule.
Also ask about our convenient IISymphony Six Pack:
t

t

V 3

1 .N V
S I

Leonard Slatkin. Music Director and Conductor
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Softball Team Knocked Out Of MIAA Tourney------,
• Losses To Mo
Southern And Southwest Baptist Knock
Riverwomen Out Of
'. MIAA Copetition

The Riverwomen face d tough season. Earhart enters this week with .
competitonwhentheytraveledtoCape 47 hits and needs nine more to surGirardeau and Played Pittsburg State, pass Houska's record of 55 (set durMissouri Southern andSouthwest ing the 1989 season).
Baptist on Tuesday, April 16, to
Earhart and Houska also have a
conclude all conference games.
legitimateshotateclipsingtheschool
The Riverwomen defeated markforthehighestbattingaverage
Pittsburg 2-1, but lost to Missouri in a season. Kellie Leach set the
The University of Missouri- Southern and Southweat B'aptisl 6-1, record last season when she finished
St. Louis softball squad remained 5-0. The losses have left the with a .405 average. Entering this
ali ve in the conference race with a Riverwomen out of the MIAA tour- week, Earhart and Houska are bat4-3 victory over Missouri-Rolla nament.
ting .443 and .438, respectively.
last Tuesday (April 9). The
Senior Lisa Houska is now the ,
Although the Riverwomenlead
Riverwomen enter this week's all-time hits leader at UM-St. Louis. " the MIAA in hitting (.325 batting
action 15-21 overall, 1-6 in the Houska enters this week with 167 average), their lack of solid defense
Missouri Intercollegiate Athletic career hits, 10 more than previous has kept them near the bottom of the
Association.
leader Lisa Studnicki. Studnicki, who league standings. UM-SL Louis has
Lisa Houska (Hermann, Mo), coached the Riverwomen during commiued 81 errors in 36 games, an
Kristi Toppins (Lindbergh), Kris Houska's fITst two seasons at UM-S 1. average of more than two per game.
Earhart (Independence, Mo) Lori Louis, had 157 hits in her career (1980A severe ankle sprain may
Boyle (SL Charles) and Jennifer 83).
sideline sophomore catcher May
Sinclair (Aquinas-Mercy) all had
Houska is also first at UM-St. ConnerCMcCluer) for the remainder
two hits apiece agamst UM-Rolla , Louis in career doubles (29) and triples of the season. Conner, one of just '
for the winners. Pitcher DeAnn (l3).
three starters back from a year ago;
Murphy (Bois D' Arc, Mo) al- '
Senior Kris Earhartisc10sing in has missed the last six games with
lowed just three hits.
on the school rtXord for most hits in a the injury.

HELP!!: The UM-St. Louis softball team fights to stay in the Missouri i~-tercollegiate Athletic Association
conference play, but falls to Missouri Southern and Missouri Baptist on April 16. (Photo by: Nicole Menke)

Rivermen Overcome .500 Mark With Three Wins Tournaments: 6~~~ 13 In MIAA
by Jason Buchheit
Current Staff

"

,.

. ...

,
Sy Christine M. McGraw
sports editor

The UM-St. Louis baseball team improved its
record to 17-15-1, and overcame the .500 mark for
the firs't time in two weeks with three wins last week.
UM- Sl Louis won both games in a double
header against Northwest Missouri State Tuesday,
April 9. The Rivermen came from behind to win 98 in a hard faught battle in the frrst game. The
nightcap was handled a bit easier as they won 10-5.

Chris Sanders of the UM·St
Louis golf team led his team in
the Southern Illinois UniversityEdwardsville and the Missouri
Intercollegiate tournaments.
UM-St. Louis finished sixth
in the 10 team tournament at
SIU-Edwardsville on April 4 and
5. The Rivermen placed 13 in
the 27 team Missouri
Intercollegiate tournament on
April 8 and 9.

"/ was impressed with the
way we rallied against Northwest Missouri. We've done that

a few..Jim(qi., this sea$o(J. "
.

--Jim Brady '"

"I was impressed with the way we rallied against
Northwest Missouri," head coach Jim Brady said.
"We've done that a few times this season."
Going into the bottom of the fifth in the opener,
the Rivermen trailed 6-3 before they exploded for
five runs. The big inning was guided by the big blow
off Brian Tripp's bat as he hit a three run homer.
Northwest then came back and lied the score at8·8,
but only to see the Rivennen respond with a run to
put them on top. Tripp got the game-winning RBI
with a sacrifice fly in the bottom of the sixth; the
freshman outfielder finished the game with six runs
batted in.
Tripp added two more hits in the nightcap as the
Rivermen won that one 10-5. Brian Rupp (McCluer
North) and Chris Meador (Windsor) added three
RBIs each. Freshman pitcher Todd Furlow
(Hazelwood Central) allowed four hits in four innings, improving his record to 5-0. Furlow has a
chance at setting the school record for most victories
by a Freshman pitcher. In 1987 Mike Melton won six
games, which is the current record.
One day later (AprillO), the Rivennen beat
McKendree 17-6 in a very lopsided game.

"He Performed
admirably against
good competition.
All of the MIAA
schools
participated. "
--Jim Niederkorn

!: ..

Sanders shot 76 and 74 for a
total of 150 for the two day STUEdwardsville tournament. He
shot 81 and 32 for a total of 163
in the Missouri Intercollegiate.
Head Coach Jim Neiderkorn

said he is pleased with
Sanders' performance.
"He performed admirably
against good competition. All of
the MIAA schools participated."
The golf team will travel to
Decatur, Ill. on April 19 and 20
to play in the Blue Classic at
Millikin Univeristy.

-----Men's Tenniss------

SWING BATTER: Senior Mike Musgrave swings hard against Southern Illinois
University-Edwardsville as the Rivermen lost 14-3. (photo by Dave Sari).
After hitting just nine home runs in their first
30 games, the Rivennen improved their power
while hilling six homers in just three games last
week. Tripp and Meador homered in the
doubeheader against northwest Missouri. Against
McKendree, the Ri vermen tied a school record
with four home runs in one game. Rupp homered
twice while Tripp and fellow freshman Jeff Eye
(Hazelwood Central) hit the others.

Rain postponed the three games that were to be
layed this past weekend against Missouri-Rolla.
The Rivennen are now 2;-6 in the Missouri
ltercollegiate Athletic Association and will host
iusburg State in a 7:30 p.m. contest this Friday at
:allwin Park .
. The two teams meet in a doubleheader at UMt Louis on Satllrday (April 20) at noon. All three
ames are conference games.

,----Womens Tennis-----.

FU '

[!pSI
United Parcel Service
A
.

Ath lete of the Week
Kristi Toppins
·Women's Softball
-Named
Missouri
Intercolleate Athletic Association Player of The
Week.

·7 hlst In 8 at bats in last
weeks games.
·3 runs scored In last
weeks games.
.improved batting average
to .382.

Teain Splits APair Of Matches
by Christine M. McGraw
sports editor
The UM-St Louis women's
tennis team was beat by Principia
college on April 9 but came back
the next day and defeated
Maryville 8-1 on April 10,
strengthening their record to 4-7.
The singles shone in performance against Maryville. Six of
the eight winners on the team were
singles players. '
Number four singles player,
Karen Keen, who lost to Maryville
the fIrst time the UM-St Louis
team played them, won her match
6-3,7-6.
"She lost the frrst time and
came back and won. She's really

happy with the improvement," said
head coach Pam Steinmetz.
In the doubles competition the
combination of Johnson and Poile
took home a victory at the number
one doubles position. Number
three doubles players Nguyen and
Kren also won their match.
On April 9 the Riverwomen
hosted Principia, for the second
time, and lost 6-1.
Poole, who played the number
one singles position in place of
Johnson, won the only Q1atch for
tl}e Riverwomen, 7 -6, 6-4.
"Anna had a good win," said
Steinmetz. "It was a nice upset
victory. She lost last lime she
played the same opponent. "

Team Gains First Win Of Season
by Christine M. McGraw
sports editor
The UM·St Louis men's tennis team outfought} Greenville
gaining UMSL's first win of the
season on April 15. TheRivermen
lost to St. Louis University 8-1 on
April 10.
The top four singles players,
and the top two doubles teams beat

Greenville.
Dave O'Gorman and Joe
Keitchell, who make up the number one doubles team, had their
first duo win of the season.
O'Gorman also improved his
singles record to 3-5 for the best
record on the team.
Winning singles and doubles
scores are as follows:

~ r---------------------------~----~--~~---,
.

.

.Singles$cores

I

*

I
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UPS DELIVERS EDUCATION
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER M/F
CALL 553-5317 FOR INFO

#1
#2
#3
#4
. #1

#2

Jim Leslie
Dave O'Gorman
Joe Kritchell

O'Gorman & Kritchell ·
Leslie & Fredrick
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SGA from page 1
have a very positive administration,"
Schwetz said.
Tucci, current vice chair of University Program Board, agreed with
Green, his running mate, in that the
campaigning and the elections were
very tiring and that he and Green
worked hard
He also said that he is feels a loss
about the results of the elections.
"When I found out that we didn't
win it was kind of like I lost a little
piece of myself. I had really counted
on winning," Tucci said
Tucci said that he feels he and
Green did a very good job, especiaUy
concerning the fact that they were
both only first time SGA representa-

lives. He also said that he appreciates
everyone who voted for him and
Green.
"I want 1.0 thank everyone who
supportw Melissa and I, not only
those who voted [or us, but [or those
who supported us in general," Tucci
said.
Whp.n discussing next years ad'ministration, he thinks Grimes and
Schwetz' \'{ill do a good job, but he
hopes Grimes willlllke charge.
"As lvfike Finley wrote in hi s article, hopefully Ivfark will be his own
leader and won't be inil uenced by
Paul Matteucci," Tucci said.
Mark Grimes refused to give the
Current an interview concerning his
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Beck.
From the Edueation College the
elected rep is Frank Lydon with two
alternates: Tammey Davis and Barbara Peccararo.
From the Evening College the
elected rep is Kathy Groh with three
write-in winners- Edward Mock,
Warren Perkins, and Steve Bushold;
plus one alternate, Tina Dalton.
About 650 UM- SL Louis students voted during the elections on
Monday and Tuesday, April 15 and
16, with eight ballots voided due to
four students voting twice. These
students committing fraud, can be
punished anywhere from probation to
suspension.

UM- St. Louis

Student Leader
Dies Tuesday
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feeling s and his administration next
year.
Also announced at the press conference were the winners of the elected
representative positions from different UM-SL Louis colleges.
From the Arts and Sciences College the eleCted reps will be Carol
Dugan, Kenneth Johnson, Max
Montgomery, Nina Nguyen, along
with six write-in winners- Dan
Connell, Natalye Lemchuck, Laura
Berardino, Rod Prau, Gary Garufi,
and Jocelyn Arledge.
From the Business College the
elected reps are Brian Golden and
Paul Matteucci with two write-in
winners- Scott Skarstad and Lorna

TEL.1 - 800 - 537-2186;i01:::13:03-3234-5071

lzlu;f.- t--U. SA New York Office

After a long struggle with
cancer, Kelly "Kamal" McKee
died in his home Tuesday, April

16,1991.
A memorial service in his
honor will beheld on Friday, April
19, 1991,.at 1 p.m. in the Summit
Lounge. AU are invited and welcome to come.
McKee was a former Associated Black Collegians president
as well as a Student Government
Association representative.
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SMSU Editor Sues Campus, Win,s
(CPS) In a decision that could
compel other schools to starlrcleasing
crime information to student newspapers, a Missouri judge ruled March 13
that Southwest Missouri State University officials could not kecp crime
reports from the campus newspaper.
Schools cannot use the Family
Educational Rights and Privacy Act,
which keeps a student's "educational
records" private, to justify notrelcasing
campus crime reports, Judge Russell
G. Clark said.
Most of the schools nationwide
that won't let journalists see campus
crim e records cite FERP A, also known
as the Buckley Amendment, as the
reason they need to keep illegal activities involving students secret.
Critics claim schools keep crime
reports secret to avoid negative publicity that, in turn, could keep students
from enroUing.
School journalists like Traci Bauer,
the editor of the SMSU Standard who
sued her school to gain access to the
crime reports, claim campus residents
have a right and a need to know how
dangerous their neighborhoods might
be.
"It's important for students'
safety," explained Laurel Wissinger,
editor-in-c hief of the Breeze, James
Madison University's student newspaper.
"By not having names we can't do
our job completely," she added .
Bauer filed the suit in January
1990, when SMSU refused to let her
reporters see cam,pus security department reports.

AM I PREGNANT?
FIND OUT FOR SURE.
• FREE Pregnancy Testing
• Immediate results
• Completely confidential
• Call or walk in

• SMALL MOVE ON LY
• NO MINIMUM CHARGE
• PACKED & SHIPPED WORLDWIDE
CALL .........••.•••.....•••. ••••••.....•. •......... ............... 423-0559

Bash A
Bomb!
Therapeutic Stress Relief!

This year at Mirthday, the Cllrrent is sponsoring a
car bash. For the mere price of a buck you can
take three of your best whacks on a real loser. A
scientific study conducted by tbe Current proves
without a doubt that letting go and breaking something is a great stress reliever. The cool part is it's
all legal. So be sure to s top by the Current's
booth on Mirthday, Wednesday, ' April 24. The mayhem starts promptly at 9 :00 am and lasts 'till
we've got one flat car.

645-1424

831-6723

227-5111

6744 Clayton Rd.
(SL Louis)

3347 N. HWY 67

510 Baxter Rd.
(Ballwin)

(Florissant)

24- Hour Phone Service

"Schools around the nation are ..,
now put on notice that they can't use
FERP A to cover up campus crime,"
exclaimed Mark Goodman, executive .."
director of the Student Press Law
Center, a Washington D.C. - based
advocacy group for student new spa.'
pers.
"While I may personally disagree
about releasing names, I now know
what the law is and I'm willing .to
abide by that." said jack Miller, Vlce
presidcnt of SMSU's Board of Regents.
!nearly March, the Campus Crime . '
Report released a study suggesting
fewer than 27 percent of the nation's \
colleges regularly let campus reporters see security reports.
•.
In February testimony during the
SMSU trial, Goodman released the
names of 17 schools that had been;..
giving crime reports to student papers
on a regular basis for at least two
years.
.
The revelation, in turn, prompted ..,
the u.S. DepL of Education, which
oversees most federal college programs, to contract 15 of the schools.
The enforcers warned them the stop ..
letting journalists see the records.
the schools were violating
FERP A, and could lose all their fed- ....
era! funding if they continued violating
it, the department threatened ina Jetter
to the campuses.
The letter frightened officials at 1<
several schools into locking up their
crime reports.
James Madison University offi- •
cials, for example, quickly stopped •
releasing the names of students in
crime reports to The Breeze even
though a Virginia state law required ...
il
Now James Madison administrators are waiting for Virginia State
Attorney General .t-.1ary Sue Terry to "
decide whether they can once again
release crime reports.
"The school supports us,"
Wissinger said.
«
HI think (the state's decision) will
follow the precedence of the Traci
Baur."
"
"I hope that the department will
quickly issue a revised interpretation
of the law," he added.
The court also awarded editor Baur 'I.
$1 in damages.

Wimps Need
Not Apply.
Pulitzer-prize winning writers are always
nice to have, butwe want enthusiastic, aggressive, and positive winning attitudes on
our staff.
We are seeking reporters/editors to give
the UM -St. Louis community a fresh dose of
news, features, sports and commentaries every week. There are an enormous amount of
events occurring at the local, state, and nationallevel everyday that affect the UM-St.
Louis student. We need you to cover these
important stories.
You don't need experience, but writing
classes are helpful. All we want from you is
courage, gut's and a positive attitude. If you
want to become part of a winning team, call
Tom at 553-5174.
Applications for editors are due by May 10.
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r - - - -Baseball Seek And Find----I
BACK STOP
BALL CLUB
BALL PARK
BASE UNE
BOu.. PEN
CENTERFIELD
FOUL TIP
UNEUP
OUTFIELDER
PINCH HIT
PINE TAR
PLAY OFF
PUT OUT
RBI

SAND PAPER
SHOESTRING CATCH
SHORT STOP
SLUGGER
SQUEEZE PLAY
STRIKE
STRIKE ZONE
DESIGNATED HITTER
FOULBALL
RUN DOWN
HOME RUN
WILD PITCH
TRIPLE PLAY
LINE DRIVE
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Q G N

o

E Q A F

o
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Despite what his mother had told him about.riding with strangers.
li[(l~ Freddy simply could not ~i.~ a goo(i'leg of lamb.

CI{AOS

Find the hidden words in the puzzle at>ove. Words,
listed to left, run forward, backward, up, down, and
.diagonally.
«
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~RBWfS.·•.BRIEESI Crossword Puzzle
SCOREBOARD
Rivermen Baseball:
UM SL 17, McKendree 6
UMSL 3, SIU-Edwardsville 14
UMSL 3, Northeast Mo 4
UMSL 3, N01theas t Mo 1

Riverwomen Softball
UMSL 4, UM- Rolla 3
UMSL 1, Quincy College 6
UMSL 2, Pittsburg State 1
UMSL 1, Mo Southern 6
UMSL 0, Southwest Baptist 5
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ACRO S S

39 Symbo l fo r
calcium
1 G ra te
40 O bstruct
5 Snatch
42 Sunburn
9 Be longing
44 Heavy vo lum es
to hi m
46 Derived from
12 S-S haped
48 Co loni zers
mo lding
50 Dead ly
13 Ev aluale
53 Perce; '/ e by
lauer,
14 Pis m ire
15 Vulgar
54 Pallor
17 BabylGnlan
55 Italy: abbr.
de,ty
-: _ _ .
Vipf,lrs. __
18 Meadow
6 1 Diocese
19 Walk
52 Accomp llsh21 Hin der
men!
23 Newspaperman 64 Ac l ress
Haywo rth
27 Diphthong
65 Paving li qu id
28 M ake amend s
29 Armed co nflici
66 Scotlish caps
31 Knock
67 Break sudden ly
34 Sig n on door
DOWN
35 Sl i tch
37 Deity
1 Fab u lous bi rd
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7 Godd ess of
m ischief
8 Trinket
9 Noose
10 Arrow poison
11 As l eri sk
~~~~~
-.,,-----.:~~ 16 Thoroughfare
20 C hurc h bench
r-:-:-+-+--I 22 Apiece: ab br.
23 Foray
24 Sicil ia n volcano
25 Rive r in lI aly
26 Ta tl ered clolh
r--+-+-~ 30 Decayed
32 Genus of
maples
33 Free tickeT
35 Exisled
38 Unit of
cu rren cy :
pI.
4 1 Parent
--t---i 43 Sh ip-shaped
clock
'--'~+-+-+--1 45 Myself
47 No te of scale
49 Tri als
50 Swift
51 On I he ocean
52 Raise

'WI-IAT'S NE XT
River men Baseball:
April 19: UMSL vs Pittsburg St. (at Ballwin) 7:30 pm
April 20: U MSL vs Pittsburg State; noon
April 22: UMSL vs Central Missouri; 2:00 pm
April 23: UMSL vs Northeast Mo(at Ballwin); 7 :30

Rive rwomen Softball:

2 Time gone by
3 Ocean
4 Individu als
5 Wel co me
6 S un god
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April 19 & 20: Riverboat Cl~<:sic at Southeast Missouri
i\.pri122: U MSL vs SIU-Edwardsv l ~ l e ; 4:00 pm
April 24: UMSL vs McKEndree; 3:00
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Early faUurea It dmolaUr domestication

YOU

LET US HEL'P
riil#i IMMEDIA TE RESUL TS

B

TE S T

56 Oolong
58 One's relat ives
59 Sche d_ ab b r.

The final deadline
for Su:mmer 'Aid
Applications (Loan,
Grants, Work) has been
extended to Thllrsday,
Apri125, 1991. You
must have a valid
Stllclent Aid Report on
file for Summer or Fall
fees to be waived at
Registration

~,,~1\

The~1991

LSAT
Be Prepared.
Kaplan Is.

Let u, belp you !"

FREE ITST - Can dcu:ct pugnancy 10 days after it hegim!

Profn sio.lal Co uns eling ~ Asslsran.'c . All Sc£,\;ces Free b: Confiden ti al

Brentwoo d: 96 2-5 300

BridKcton : 117-8775

Hamp ton South : 961 -}6 53

St. C h a rl es: 72 4- 1200

M idtown : 9'; 6-49 00

FIND A FUTURE IN
YOUR SUMMER

60 Weaken
53 Forenoon

COlLEGE PRESS SERVICE

-Dates prinJed in bold are home games_
All Softball home games will be played at St. AM's
Vatteroll Park. (1-70 west to Cypress Road, left to
[TIlernaJionai Drive, left on InJernaIionai Drive.

" If ao unti mely pregnancy pres en ts a perso nal crisis i.a you I" lire . .

Be a Kelly® temporary employee! You'll work at leading corn~anies and get a glimpse of today's business
world. It could be the advantage you need to enter the
workforce after graduation. And Kelly has a variety of
jobs to choose from:

• Clerks
• Secretaries
• PClWord Processor Operators
• Accounting Clerks
• Warehouse Workers
• Telemarketers
• Lab Technicians
Call Kelly today!

Take the tSAT course that gets more
studen ts into law school than all other
books, tu tors, or prep courses combined.
Your future in law rests on the next call you
make. Call Kaplan or take your chances.
Classes Beginn i ng
10 A. M.

Sunday * May 5
Sa turday * May 11

Downtown

42 1-4116

South

752-7750

Clayton

721- 1995

Northwest

291-8225

I-

West Port

576-6680

Sunset Hills

849-5 315

St. Charles County

928-3590

Chesterfield

537-0060

STANLEY H. KAPLAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.

997-7791

(618)624-2586

Fairview Heights

KEL1'LY Temporary
Services
The Kelly
el990 Kelly s...v ..... Inc.

Girl~

People . The First and The Best~
EOE 1MIFfH/Y

Not an agent:)' • ne\'Ct I. fcc
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Graduation llleans
goodbye to spring breal{8,
sUIllIllers off,

..

And IBM student prices.

Before you put on your cap and gown, there's still time to take
advantage of the great student price on an IBM Personal
System/2.®
Whether you need to create impressive papers, graphics
and spreadsheets for school, or business reports for work, or
even resumes, the PS/2® comes preloaded with software that
,v ill let you do just that. And it has a mouse to make it easy to
use. Plus, there are added tools like a notepad, calendar and
cardfile-even games. And it's expandable so it can grow with
you throughout graduate school or on the job.
01

While you're still a student, affordable loan payments are
also available with the IBM PS/2 Loan for Learning. And on
a different note, you can get a great low price on the Roland®
Desktop Music System.
Graduation means saying a lot of
goodbyes. But before you do, there's still
time t6 check into a great student price
on a PS/2~ See what you can do with
a PS/2 today-and what it can do for
you tomorrow.

For More Information
Contact:
Dan Volansky
SSB 103
553-6009
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' This offer is available to qualified college st~dents, faculty and staff who purchase IBtv1 Selected Academic Solutions through participating campus outlets , IBM 1-80.0-222-7257 or IBM Authorized PC Dealers
certified to remarket IBM Selected AcademiC Solutions. Orders are subject to availability. Prices are subject to change, and IBM may Withdraw the offer at any time Without notice, ®IBM, Personal System/ 2, and
PS/2 are registered trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation , Roland is a registered trademark of Roland Corporation, US.
©IBM Corporation 1991
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